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Abstract. We experiment the introduction of machine learning tools
to improve Monte-Carlo Tree Search. More precisely, we propose the use
of Direct Policy Search, a classical reinforcement learning paradigm, to
learn the Monte-Carlo Move Generator. We experiment our algorithm
on different forms of unit commitment problems, including experiments
on a problem with both macrolevel and microlevel decisions.

1

Introduction

Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [5] is a versatile algorithm for Markov Decision
Processes (MDP) or games. It is elegant (can be described in a few lines), versatile (can be applied in many settings such as MDP, games, stochastic games),
and can work with or without expert information in the playouts (hence a great
success in general game playing[14]). It uses the framework of bandits[9] which
does not depend on a particular application. It is moderately efficient when the
number of time steps is big, but surprisingly stable on high-dimensional problems.
It has been greatly improved by including Progressive Widening and Double
Progressive Widening[6, 2], RAVE values[7], Blind Values[4], and handcrafted
Monte-Carlo moves[17, 10]. A crucial component is the Monte-Carlo move generator, also known as the playout generator.
In this paper, we focus on the addition of specialized Monte-Carlo moves,
i.e. we modify default policy, to help dealing with stochastic planning problems.
Finding a default policy that is optimal for all instances of a stochastic problem
can be extremely difficult and time consuming. The solution we propose here is
to apply a Direct Policy Search to the available default policy. This way, even
an initially poor default policy can be improved to fit different instances of one
stochastic planning problem.
In Section 2 we describe existing algorithms (Monte-Carlo Tree Search in
Section 2.1, and existing algorithms for improving Monte-Carlo move generators
in Section 2.2). We also introduce Direct Policy Search for improving a MonteCarlo move generator in Section 2.3. In Section 3, we experiment our algorithms
on three forms of a unit commitment problem (Section 3.1), and on an investment
problems (Section 3.2).

2

Algorithms

In this section we will present the vanilla Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm
(Section 2.1), Direct Policy Search, and Monte-Carlo move generators improvements (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).

2.1

Monte-Carlo Tree Search and Upper Confidence Trees

Monte-Carlo Tree Search (here presented in the framework of a MDP) consists in
simulating plenty of series of decisions as long as we have time before choosing
an action, and keeping statistics of these games. What follows, is the formal
description of the state of the art continuous MCTS, i.e. MCTS with Double
Progressive Widening (MCTS-DPW), as seen in [3]. As the reader can see, it
mainly requires two things: (i) a transition function, capable of simulating what
happens when an action a is taken in state s, and returns a new state s′ and a
reward r. (ii) a default policy ϕ, capable of returning an action a, given a state
s. When nothing is specified, it is assumed that this function returns a random
action, following a random distribution that covers the entire set of feasible
actions in state s.
MCTS algorithm with DPW and default policy ϕ
Input: a state S.
Output: an action a.
Initialize: ∀s, nbSims(s) = 0
while Time not elapsed do
// starting a simulation.
s = S.
while s is not a terminal state and nbSims(s) > 0 do
Apply DPW in state s.
Let s′ be the state given by DPW.
s = s′
end while
while s is not a terminal state // {happens when a non final and new state s is
visited} do
Choose action a, according to ϕ
Simulate action a; get a new state s′
s = s′
end while
Get a reward r = Reward(s) // s is a final state, it has a reward.
For all states s in the simulation above, let rnbV isits(s) (s) = r.
end while
Return the action which was simulated most often from S.

The algorithm therefore relies on a Monte-Carlo move generator, also called
default policy, ϕ. The default policy can be a simple random uniform generator
(when no expertise is available for making more reasonable simulations), but
handcrafted functions can perform better.

Action Selection by Double Progressive Widening (DPW), applied
in state s with constants C > 0, α ∈]0, 1[, and β ∈]0, 1[.
Input: a state s.
Output: a state s′ .
Let nbV isits(s) ← nbV isits(s) + 1
and let t = nbV isits(s)
Let k = ⌈Ctα ⌉.
Let (oi (s))i≥1 be the feasible actions in state s.
Choose an action at (s) ∈ {o1 (s), . . . , ok (s)} maximizing scoret (s, a) defined
as follows:
P
totalRewardt (s, a) = 1≤l≤t−1,al (s)=a rl (s)
P
nbt (s, a) = 1≤l≤t−1,al (s)=a 1
p
t (s,a)
(+∞ if
+ kucb log(t)/(nbt (s, a) + 1)
scoret (s, a) = totalReward
nbt (s,a)+1
nbt (a) = 0)
Let k′ = ⌈Cnbt (s, at (s))β ⌉
if k′ > #Childrent (s, at (s)) // {progressive widening on the random part}
then
Simulate action at (s); get a new state s′
if s′ 6∈ Childrent (s, at (s)) then
Childrent+1 (s, at (s)) = Childrent (s, at (s)) ∪ {s′ }
else
Childrent+1 (s, at (s)) = Childrent (s, at (s))
end if
else
Childrent+1 (s, at (s)) = Childrent (s, at (s))
Choose s′ in Childrent (s, at (s)) // s′ is chosen with probability
nbt (s, at (s), s′ )/nbt (s, at (s))
end if

2.2

Heuristics and Monte-Carlo move generators

Whereas in the 2-player case, it is known that making a Monte-Carlo generator
stronger (stronger in the sense: as a stand-alone policy), does not necessarily
make the MCTS built on top of it stronger (see [17]), we conjecture that in the
one-player case it is usually quite efficient.
The recent improvements in the world of Computer Go basically comes
from improvements of the Monte-Carlo move generator, implemented so that
the Monte-Carlo simulator does not contradict life&death known results; Zen,
CrazyStone, Pachi, are examples of such strong programs, around 2 Dan for
short time settings and 4 Dan for long time settings. Other tools have been
proposed as generic solutions for learning Monte-Carlo move generators:
– Simulation balancing [15, 8] has been proposed for automatically learning
the Monte-Carlo move generator in 2-player games.
– PoolRave[13], in which the Monte-Carlo move is replaced, with a fixed probability p ∈ (0, 1), by a move uniformly drawn among the c moves with best
RAVE score in the last node of the simulation with at least k simulations.

– Contextual Monte-Carlo[12] in which the Monte-Carlo move-generator is
improved by online learning a tile-based value function.
These tools are efficient, but the main successes in Monte-Carlo Tree Search
nonetheless come from handcrafted Monte-Carlo move generators. In this paper,
we used a specialized Monte-Carlo move generator, chosen specifically on our
main target problem, as well as a less specialized function. We improve them by
Direct Policy Search (Section 2.3).

2.3

Direct Policy Search for generating Monte-Carlo Move
Generators

Direct Policy Search (DPS) is an approach very different from Upper Confidence
Tree; it is based on selecting a policy among a parametric family of policies by
optimization of its parameters. The pseudo-code is as follows:
Procedure Simulate(s, M DP, p):
Inputs: a state s, a Markov Decision Process M DP , and a policy p.
Output: a reward.
Method: simulate M DP from state s with policy p until a terminal state and return the
obtained reward.
Procedure Direct Policy Search:
Inputs: (i) a parametric policy θ 7→ π(θ), where π(θ) is a mapping from states to actions.
(ii) a Markov Decision Process M DP . (iii) an initial state s.
Output: a parameter θ̂, leading to a policy π(θ̂).
Auxiliary method: a noisy optimization algorithm.
Apply the noisy optimization algorithm to the function θ 7→ Simulate(s, M DP, π(θ));
get θ̂ the approximate optimum.
Return θ̂.

Direct Policy Search is usually applied offline, i.e. a single θ̂ is obtained once
and for all. However, optimizing Θ to maximize θ 7→ Simulate(s, M DP, π(θ))
specifically for the current state s for which we look for a decision is possible. We
apply DPS and use the obtained policy π(θ̂) as a Monte-Carlo move generator
in our MCTS.
The paper in [1] proposes to apply DPS (the terminology in the paper is
different, but it is essentially DPS) based on a heuristic function obtained by
experts, by smoothing the heuristic and adding parameters in it (the smoothing
is here for making the problem easier to optimize). This is our approach in the
rest of this paper, except that we do not smooth policies as the randomized
nature of our problems make the objective function smooth enough. We use selfadaptation[11] as a noisy optimization algorithm. As a summary, our algorithm
is as follows for choosing a move in state s within time t:
Procedure OptimisticHeuristics(s, φ, t, M DP )
Input: a state s, a time t, a parametric family of policies φθ .
Output: an action a.
Apply DPS with time budget t/2 for choosing θ̂ (use warm start if possible)
Apply MCTS with time budget t/2 for choosing action a.

3

Experiments

Here, we compare the performances of different sequential decision making algorithms. Namely, we implemented vanilla MCTS, MCTS with a fixed default
policy, MCTS with a default policy improved online by DPS, and DPS alone.
We made experiments on three different forms of the unit commitment problem, and on a more general energy management problem called bilevel.

3.1

Unit commitment problem

We work on a stock management problem, from [16].
The main points in the problem are that: (1) Unit Commitment problems
can not be solved efficiently by traditional methods; these problems are usually
simplified so that classical methods, like Bellman’s stochastic dynamic programming, can be applied. The motivation of our work on Unit Commitment by
Monte-Carlo Tree Search methods is that we want to work without simplifying too much the model. (2) Unit Commitment problems exist at many time
scales (from milliseconds, up to years for hydroelectric stocks or tenths of years
if investments are included) and many dimensionalities (from a few stocks to
thousands of state variables), depending on the scope under analysis. We here
work on small scale problems for the sake of statistical significance (working on
our full problems requires by far too much time for reproducing runs tenths of
times).
In this paper, we will consider three variants of the unit commitment problem.
The significant difference between these three variants is the way the stocks are
connected. In the first one, they are lined up on a one dimension chain (we
will call it the one river problem). In the second one, they are linked so that
they form a binary tree, with the root being the last stock that the water goes
through (we will call it the ”binary rivers problem”). Finally, the third one is
simply a random arrangement of the stocks, with one single constraint: no cycles
are allowed.

Two different heuristics for the Unit commitment problem. The expert
parametrized heuristic that we use has been designed using knowledge about
the problem, to make it particularly efficient on the one river variant of the unit
commitment problem. On the other hand, the naive heuristic uses almost no
knowledge about the problem. Given a state s, it requires the current time to
go t, and the average demand at the current time step Davg . We provide below
pseudo-codes of both heuristics.

Expert heuristic
Input: a state S, of dimension N .
Parameter: a vector θ of dimension 3. Default value is [1, 0, 1].
Information required from the problem:
–
–
–
–

D(t): expected electricity demand during time step t.
DtimeT oGo (t): expected total demand after time step t.
T SA(s, timeT oGo): total stock available (this assume a 1 river structure).
T I(timeT oGo, averageInf lows): expected total usable water from inflows (this
assume a 1 river structure).

Output: an action a.
1. initialize:
–
–
–
–

total water available = T W A = (θ0 + θ1 × timeT oGo) × (T SA + T I)
x = production by hydroelectricity = 0
increaseW ater
P ← true
Savailable =
0≤i≤N −1 si

2. while (increaseW ater and x < Savailable ) si being the current level of stock i
do
define the marginal cost mc of increasing water, approximated as
mc = IC(x, s, t, D(t)) + θ2 × LT C(x, T W A, t, DtimeT oGo (t))
where:
–
–

IC(x, s, t, D(t)) is negative; it is the marginal benefit associated to the
reduction of thermal production.
LT C(. . . ) is the sum of thermal production cost, if expected total demand
DtimeT oGo , decreased by the total production from the water stocks if
equally distributed on the time steps to go, is produced thermally.

if marginal cost mc > 0 then
then increaseW ater ← f alse
else
x ← x + 1.
end if
3. end while
x
4. Compute q, the ratio min(0, S
)
available
5. Return the action vector a defined as follows: ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, ai = q.Li
Naive heuristic, polynomial with degree m
Input: a state S, of dimension N .
Parameter: a vector θ of dimension m + 1. Default values are [1, 0, . . . , 0]
Information required from the problem: t the remaining time steps, and Davg the average
demand after the current time step
Output: an action a.
1. Compute total amount of water to use Wuse = max(0, Davg .(θ0 + θ1 t + · · · +
θm+1 tm ))
P
2. Given S and the current level Li of each stock i, Wavailable =
0≤i≤N −1 Li
3. Compute q, the ratio min(0, W Wuse
)
available
4. Return the action vector a defined as follows: ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, ai = q.Li

Experimental results on the Unit Commitment problem. We present
here the results obtained on all three variants of the unit commitment problem.
Each time, we compared the following algorithms: (i) vanilla MCTS, as presented
in Section 2.1, (ii) MCTS-naive, a MCTS using the naive heuristic as a default
policy,(iii) MCTS-expert, a MCTS using the expert heuristic as a default policy,

(iv) MCTS-naive-DPS, a MCTS using the naive heuristic improved by DPS, (v)
MCTS-expert-DPS, a MCTS using the expert heuristic improved by DPS and
when relevant, (vi) the non tuned naive and expert heuristics.
The x axis shows the time budget allocated per decision made, in logarithmic
scale, and went from 0.01 second to 2.56 second. The y axis shows the average
reward. Each average reward was computed using 1000 runs. Error bars show
the 95% confidence intervals. The higher the reward, the better the algorithm
performed. It should be noted that the rewards cannot be compared between
different variants of the unit commitment problem. Indeed, only the connections
between the stocks change, and changing this changes the amount of water effectively available. Our results for the 1-river problem and for the binary rivers
problem are shown on the left side and the right side of Fig. 1, respectively. We
did not plot the results of the naive heuristic, that scored −150000 and −380000
respectively (far below other methods), for the sake of readability. In both experiment, MCTS-naive-DPS and MCTS-expert-DPS outperform by a factor of
at least 100 the third placed algorithm, MCTS-expert. MCTS-naive and MCTS
vanilla share the fourth and fifth places.
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Fig. 1. Performances of different variants of MCTS on the 1 river unit commitment
problem (left) and the binary rivers (right), with 7 stocks, 24 time steps. Y axis shows
the reward (the higher the better).

Our results on the random rivers problem are shown in Fig. 2. In this experiment, the most significant difference in the results is that MCTS-naive-DPS is
about 10 times faster than MCTS-expert-DPS.
Over all three versions of the unit commitment problem, the most efficient
and robust version has been MCTS-naive-DPS. Even on the one river problem,
that the expert heuristic was particularly well tuned for, we could not see huge
benefits from using it as a parametric function for DPS.
3.2

Experiments on the investment problem

In this section we experiment our algorithm on a problem (simplified from [16])
as follows:
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Fig. 2. Performances of different variants of MCTS on the randomly connected unit
commitment problem (7 stocks, 24 time steps).Y axis shows the reward (the higher the
better).

– At each time step, we decide investments; there is a limited amount of money
to invest, and investments must be distributed over 7 different possible infrastructures. There are therefore 7 decision variables for each time step.
– At each time step, a lower level problem (the management of the energy
production system) is built and solved, and its cost is the cost of the current
transition of the investment problems.
– There are 10 time steps, the last one has a strong influence because it reflects
the long-term.
Our results compare the following strategies:
– a heuristic which gives a constant ratio of the investment on each possible
infrastructure (the parameters of the heuristic are this proportions); the
default parametrization is the same ratio for all infrastructures;
– DPS on a “sum of Gaussians” policy (parameters: positions of the Gaussians,
widths, associated decisions; see [16];
– DPS on a “neural network” policy (parameters: weights, theresholds; see
[16]);
– DPS on a “sum of Gaussians” policy, added to the heuristic with default
parametrization;
– DPS on a “neural network” policy, added to the heuristic with default
parametrization;
– MCTS, on top of each of the above.
Results are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Results on the energy investment problem. The five DPS curves (curves 1
to 5) are very close to each other; results are better than for the heuristic alone,
and versions without the heuristic are almost the same as versions with the heuristic. The MCTS+DPS+neural network was the most efficient strategy, outperforming
MCTS+DPS+neural network+heuristic. The sums of Gaussians require more time for
learning, hence the poor results for moderate budgets.

4

Conclusion

We combine DPS and MCTS. The DPS provides the Monte-Carlo simulator of
the MCTS. The resulting algorithm, has no free parameter and outperforms by
far the vanilla MCTS. We use human expertise at two levels: (i) For partial
observation handling, i.e. the belief state estimation was handcrafted, so that
the problem is essentially a MDP rather than a partially observable MDP. The
details of this are beyond the scope of this paper. (ii) In the Monte-Carlo move
generator, because in spite of nice and interesting efforts in the literature, no
generic algorithm, in the current state of the art, can define a Monte-Carlo move
generator as efficiently as a human expert (in the case of Go, but also in the case
of unit commitment problems). Nonetheless our DPS could strongly improve the
heuristic by optimizing its parameters. We agree with the traditional statement
that MCTS is surprisingly efficient when no human expertise is available, but we
clearly see that human expertise was an easy key for a speed-up 100, as well as
human expertise is the key of recent progress in MCTS for the classical challenge
of the game of Go.
Importantly, the need for human expertise is considerably reduced by the
use of DPS for optimizing the heuristics, so that our results are a step towards
generic MCTS tools.
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